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本論文では、アドホックネットワークにおける動的経路短縮方式である、 "OR2"について述べる。
従来のアドホックネットワーク経路制御方式は、通信経路確立時と通信リンク切断時にのみ経路の再
構築を行う。しかし、これではノードの移動に伴うノード聞の近接を認識できないため、よりホップ
数の少ない経路へと適応できない。 OR2はデータ通信中においても、リンク品質を基にして、ノード
の移動に適応的な経路制御を行うことで最適なマルチホップ経路を再構築する。本稿では、 FreeBSD
OS上における OR2プロトタイプの実装と、実環境における評価結果及び有用性を示す。
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This paper presents“OR2"， an adaptive path shortening scheme for mobile ad hoc networks. ln 
OR2，もheactive path adapts dynamically to node mobility withouもanylink failures based on the 
locallink qualiもy.Most conventional routing protocols accommodate the change ofnetwork topology 
only when the link fails. By introducing the notion of proximity that indicates the nearness of two 
communicating nodes， OR2 skips the neighbor upstream node in a proximity area and reduces 
the hop count of an active path， and continues to shor旬nan active pathωpossible. We have 
implemented OR2 as an extension to DSR on FreeBSD. The experimental results have shown that 
OR2 is e宵'ectivein enhancing TCP throughput and reducing end-tか enddelay for all relevanも自ows.

1 Introduction 

As popularity for mobile computing increases， 
cooperative communications with wireless devices 
are becoming an attractive technology. A key chal-
lengeもosucceed in such communications is adapレ
ing to node mobility. A mobile ad hoc neもwork
is a group of mobile computing devices (nodes) 
which communicates with each other using multi-
hop wireless links. It does not require any station-
ary infrastrucもuresuch as base s同もions.Each node 
in the network can act as both a host and a router 
forwarding data packets to 0もhernodes. 
There are several scenarios where ad hoc net-

works are useful. One major application is a 
military-use communication in a battlefield where 
a centralized configuration is difficult. Another ap-
plication is emergency communication in disaster 
areas. ln addition to these large-sized applications， 
we can use ad hoc networks when several people 
have meetings with computers th抗 areequipped 
with wireless inもerfaces.Also， it can be interesting 
research for supporting in旬lligenttransporもsys-
tems and sensor networks. 
One important issue for achieving efficient net-

work resource utilization is to update route infor-
mation depending on a change of network topology 
and connectivity. Since node mobility in an ad hoc 
network causes frequent， unpredictable and drぉ・
もicchanges toもhenetwork topology， it is especially 
impor同ntfor communicating nodesもograsp the 

change of the network topology and find an efficient 
route betweenもwocommunicating nodes. A num-
ber of research for mobile ad hoc networks has ~か
cused on th~ _developm~l) t of thejr_ routing pr_otocols 
(e.g・， DSR [1]， AODV [5]， LAR [3]， SOAR [6]). The 
key advantage behind on-demand protocols is the 
reduction of routing overheads soもhaton-demand 
routing protocols maintain only active paths to 
those destinations to which data must be sent. 
Minimizing the routing overhead is effective in such 
a dynamic environment of ad hoc networks dueもo
limited available bandwidth， unpredictable nodes 
mobility， battery outages， interference and high biも
error rates. 

These above on-demand routing protocols ac-
commodate rou旬 changesonly when an active path 
is disconnected. They cannot adapもtoもhechange 
of network topology even if another route with 
less hop count becomes available by the movement 
of in termediate nodes unless any link is discon-
nected. DSR protocol [1] only has the mechanism 
that shorten an actIve path which is not driven 
by link failures but by overhearing packets by op-
erating the network interfaces in promiscuous re-
ceive mode. This promiscuous mode， however， re-
quires greater CPU cycles， power consumption and 
sending delay due to overheard packets. ln con-
trast to the conventional protocols， we propose Op-
timized Reco凶 gurableRo凶時 (OR2)algorithm 
もhaももunesup an active path adaptive to node 
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mobility without any link disconnection based on 
Smoothed Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SSNR)槌 alink 
quality value indicator. OR2's adaptation to node 
mobility leads to the reduction of a hop count and 
path delay which significanもlyimproves the per-
fo口nanceof Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
日ows.Since TCP is the de facto standard for reli-
able unicast data transport inもheInternet today， 
its use over ad hoc networks is also a certainty. 
In orderもoshorten an acもivepath， we intro・

duce the notion of proximityもhatrepresents the 
“nearness" of two communicating nodes. Each 
node determinesもoshorten an active path by us-
ing proximity based on the local SSNR value ob-
tained from their own network inもerfaces. This 
local SSNR value is soft state using the internal 
state from their local network interfaces. Thus， we 
can changeもheactive path while preserving sta-
ble link connectivity. 0 R2 is particularly suitable 
for our conventional situation under slow node mo-
bility (e.g・， pedestrian and slow vehicle in campus 
computirig) or dense mobile ad hoc network. In ad-
dition， since OR2 operates only when forwarding or 
receiving daもapackets， it does not require periodic 
HELLO messages or advertisemenもswhen there are 
no link connectivity changes in the data path. In 
this work， we have designed OR2 as an extension 
to DSR [7] which is one of the best performi!1g on-
demandrouting protocols and implemented OR2 
on FreeBSD. The experimenもalresults have shown 
thaもOR2is effective in enhancing TCP through-
put and reducing end-tcトenddelay for all relevant 
flows. The overhead incurred with OR2 is suffi-
ciently negligible. 
The resもofthis paper is organized as fo11ows. 

Section 2 briefly describes some proposed proも0・

cols in mobile ad hoc neもworks.Section 3 describes 
a design and a detaHed description of OR2， and 
Section 4 explainsもheimplementation of it. Then， 
we present the results and analysis of several ex-
periments in Section 5. Section 6 discusses another 
usage of SSNR. Finally， we present our conclusions 
and discuss some future works in Section 7. 

2 Related羽Tork
This section describes conventional on-demand 

routing protocols in mobile ad hoc networks and 
other protocols using link-state infor~抗lon.

Dyn-amic Source -Routing (DSR) [1， 7] is an 
on-demand routing protocol which uses aggressive 
caching and source routing headersもoobtain the 
topology information. A DSR node is able to learn 
routes by overhearing pac 

(SOAR) based on link-state information. SOAR 
h舗もhemechanismもoshorten the active paths， but 
it achieves that by periodically exchanging the link-
state information consisting of the minimal source 
もreesmもhepaもhswith its neighbors while sending 
data packets. Theseperiodical messages could lead 
toもhecollision with the data streams in wireless 
networks. 
In contrastもothe above works，“o R2" does not 

lead toもheweak-connecもiviもyshortened routes or 
inefficient frequent routes switching since it is based 
on local link quality， and does noもneedperiodic 
information advertisements or any overheard pack-
ets by making the network interfaces promiscuous 
receiving mode. OR2 adapts effectivelyもonode 
mobi1ity using local link quality in wireless ad hoc 
networks which are scarce bandwidth and battery 
envlronmenι 

3 OR2 
This section describes the details of 0 R2. Firstly 1 

we explain a case in which a data path becomes re-
dundant due toもhemovement of nodes. Secondly， 
we introduce the notion of proximity to identify 
two near nodes by using link quality. Finally， we 
explain the design of OR2 based on the identifica-
tion of nodes in proximity. 

3.1 P ath Inefficiency 
In a mobile ad hoc network， dueもonode mobil-

ity， we encounter a situation shown in Figure 1. ln 
this case， we pay attentionもonode mobility with-
ou t link disconnecもion.For such node mobility， we 
possibly find the less hop route (i.e.， direct hop 
route shown in Figure 1) than the current route in 
use. 
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Figure 1: Node 1 sends packeもsもoNode 3 through 
Node 2. At the nexもs旬pN ode 3 moves inもotne 
cell of Node 1 without link failures. AlもhoughNode 
1 can directly send packets to Node 3， Node 1 stiJl 
sends packetsもoNode 3 through Node 2. 
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Figure 2: Node A sends packets to Node F in 
a multi-hop network. By using OR2's algorithm， 
Node D and E can shorten the path currently in 
use preserving the consistency of the active path. 

This scenario in particular is likely to occur fre-
quently inもherealistic environment with pedes-
もrianor slow vehicle speed in our daily life. How-
ever，もhemosもofthe previous routing protocols 
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cannoもaccommodatethe change of network topol-
ogy without any link failures. Thus， there exists the 
path inefficiency in respect to the hop count， net-
work capacity and power consumption while conl-
municating with other nodes in an ad hoc network. 
We eliminate the inefficiency by using local link in-
formation andもheconcept of proximity in the next 
section. On the other hand， OR2 also finely ac-
commodates large-scale and dense networks since 
it is decentralized algorithm using local link qual-
ity information. Figure 2 shows a more complicated 
scenario in which OR2 isもuningup the active paもh
adapting to node mobility. ln the figure， some less 
hop rouもesare available in the active path from 
source to destination. If each neighbor node si-
multaneously sho目ensthe active path (in Figure 2 
D→B and E→C)， it leadsもothe isola旬droutes 
and deadlocking. As a result，もheactive path from 
source to destination is fai!ed andもhesender node 
must re-initiate a new route discovery. We describe 
how to overcome this problem later. 

3.2 Link Quality 
It is desirable for a node on a pathもode-

termine whether or noもitcan shorten the path 
based on some indicators of the quality of the 
link between the node and its neighbors on the 
path. For such an indicaもor，we use the Signal-
tcトNoiseRatio (SNR) of the link associated with 
receiving packets. By definition， SNR represents 
a channel condition and is expressed as the ra-
tio of signal to noise in elecもricalpower. 、iVhen
the value of SNR becomes higher，もhelink com-
munication quality will also be relatively higher. 
However， it should be noted that the SNR could 
change dynamically with a high frequency due to 
electro-magnetic effects. From the point of view 
of measuring the link quality， we rather obtain a 
smoothed value of SNR in a time domain. This 
value， Smoothed SNR (SSNR)， can be computed 
using a weighted moving averageもechnique 部

follows: ssnr = (1ー α)* old_ssnr +α* cur _snr， 
where cur _snr and old.-Ssnr・representthe value of 
SNR on receipt of a packet andもhepreviously com-
puted SSNR， respectively. The constant value of α 
is a filtering factor and is seもto1 / 8 in this paper. 
It is because we could adapもtothe large fluctua-
tion of SNR and use a shift operation in our im-
plementation. In OR2， the filter calculates SSNR 
whenever a node receives the frames. 
Let consider the situation which two nodes ap-

proach each other. If the distance betweenもwo
nodes is associated with the SSNR of the link be-
もweent 

of SSNR larger than some particular value (e.g.， 
10 dB) were highly stable in ternlS of throughpuも
お shownin Fig.3 of the second experiment result 
with WaveLAN NICs [9]. Thus we possibly 笛蹴s叩u叩1m
tha叫も somehighly receiving SSNR value indicates 
もthenearness of もhe two nodes or も叶hegood condi-
tion of the link. OR2 assumes t.hat transmission 
power can not be varied and all nodes in an ad hoc 
network have the same network interfaces. 
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Figure 3: SSNR vs. Distance 
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Figure 4: SSNR vs. throughput 

3.3 Proximity 
To argueもhe“nearness"of two nodes more for-

mally， we introduce the notion of proximity based 
on the observation of the relationship between the 
distance and the SSNR betweenもwonodes. Let us 
define the following symbols. 
• S(ABr The SSNR value observed at Node B for 

received data packe句 fromNode A. 
• Smax: A threshold value of SSNR. 
• P(A): The proximity of Node A. 
• RUJ(A): The upper-stream adjacent node of 

Node A for flow f. 
• RdJ{A): Th~ downstream adjacent node of Node 

A' for flow f. 
We hypothesizeもhatS(AB) = S(BA)・Thisis not 

impractical since homogeneous nodes are assumed 
in many mobile ad hoc networks. We will discuss a 
case in which this assumption does noもholdin the 
future. If S(AB) ~ Smaxl Node B is saidもobe in 
the proximity of N ode A 1 or B εP(A)・Basedon 
the above hypothesis， if B E P(A)l then AεP(B) 

Let assumeもhata flowもraversesNode A， B， 
and C in this order. This can be written as A = 
九，(B)=丸，(ιJ(C))= R~J(C) ， If C E P(B)， 
もhereis a possibilityもhaもthepaもhofもheflow can be 
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changed: A = ι~ (C).. .~s shown in ~ig~.re 5J_~.ach 
node -is associateawith its own proximity. When 
Node C moves to the proximity of Node B， Node A 
can directly send data packets to C. This motivates 
us to design our scheme described in the n~xt sec-
tion. In practice， we need a hysteresis mechanism 
around the threshold value to avoid oscillation. 

① ① 

Proximity of Node A 

Figure 5: Proximity of node 

3.4 Design of OR2 
We set two design goalsもoOR2: reducing the 

hop count of a path， and minimizing the number of 
additional control packets. The first goal is obvious 
in the context of the problem aforementioned. In 
addition to the fir叫 goal，we aim at a scheme thaも
does not produce many control packets. In partic-
ular， we do not allow transmission of control pack-
ets when active flows do not exist. This is an im-
porもantconsideration for an ad hoc network since 
nodes in the network need to reduceもheirpower 
consumption. We design a scheme in which control 
packets -are transmitted only when a node deter-
mines that a path should be changed based on the 
proximity. We callもhissch~me OR2. In designing 
OR2， we made an assumption that each node in ad 
hoc networks h槌 theoriginal routing information 
concerning upstream twか hop-awaynodes. Since 
a node attempts to transmit the control packet to 
the upstream twcトhop-awaynode，もhenode needs 
to retain the route information of its upstream twか
hop-away nodes of the active flows as well as its 
neighbors. In this work， we con百neourselves to ap-
ply OR2 to a source-routing proもocolsuch as DSR. 
In the following， we describeもhedetails of OR2. 

ume 

Figure 6: Three OR2 control packets 

Let us now explain the fundamental messages 
passed among three nodes. OR2 uses three kinds of 
messages: OR2_REQ， OR2_REP， and OR2_RREQ; 
they are shown in Figure 6. 0 R2_REQ and 
OR2_RREQ are newly defined control packeもs，

while OR2_REP is piggybacked 011 a daもapacket. 
as a DSR-header option. Let us assume that 
A = RuJ (B) and B = Ruj (C) for flow f as shown 
in Figure 6. 
When Node C determines that it has moved 

into the proximity of Node B， it sends OR2_REQ 
もoNode A. The intent is to observe whether or 
not a packet can be directly exchanged between 
Node A and C. Upon receipt of OR2_REQ， Node 
A sends OR2_REP to Node C. Unlike OR2_REQ， 
o R2_REP is noもsentas a single control packet. 
Rather， N ode A inserts も as a DSR option 
header into the data packeもofflow f. There-
fore OR2_REP reaches Node A via Node B. By 
receiving OR2_REP， Node C knows that Node A 
can send packets directly to Node Cj Node C 
sends OR2-RREQ to Node A to initiate a change 
of route. The extra packets of OR2_REQ and 
OR2_RREQ may temporarily interfere with data 
packets. However，もheoverhead incurred withもhe
packets is still negligibly small compared with an 
a:lもernativescheme using HELLO messages. 
There is concern about a race condition; simulta-

neous attempts by each adjacent nodesもoshorten 
the same path may occur as shown in Figure 2. 
We soIveぬisproblem in a way similar to TCP's 
three-way handshake but in a more delicate way 
to handle mutual exclusion: Considering the above 
problem，leもusdescrihe the protocol of OR2. The 
state transition at node J( of flow f is shown in 
Figure 7 and the handling of the race condition is 
shown in the following Figure 8. 

Figure 7: OR2 sもatetransition diagram at node J( 

node h': 

Received OR2_REQ， OR2..REP 01' OR2..RREQ 
if (timeout1 

goto OR2-LISTEN 
eIse if (or2_"tate(a)&condition(a)) 

exec actlon(α} 
else drop the message 

Figure 8: OR2 solution of race condition 

Let us assume that A = Ruf(B)， B = RUf( C)， 
and C = Ruj(D) for flow f. When S(BC)主Smax，
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Node C sends OR2.REQ to Node R3(C)(i.e.， 
Node A) to locate the direct hop rou旬 As
long as S(BC)とSmax，Node C cont.inues to send 
OR2_REQ every time OR2's timer expires until 
Node C receives OR2二REP.U pon successful receipt 
of OR2_REP， Node C sends OR2_RREQもoNode 
A to ask for the redirection of the path of flow f. 
Upon success in the above process， Node A can 
directly send data packets to Node C. 
Let us consider a case in which Node D is also at-

旬mptingto make a shorもcuもbetweenNodes B and 
D. Node D sends OR2_REQ to Node B. When Node 
B receives OR2_REQ， the state of ftow f at Node B 
moves to 0 R2_REP _SENT. If there is an 0 R2_REP 
message from Node A to C， it traverses Node B. 
When this OR2-REP message reaches Node B and 
the sta民 isOR2_REP ~ENT， the message is dis-
carded since the short cut between Nodes B and C 
is on-going. Thusもheshort cuもfromNode B to C 
is prioritized. In contrast， if an OR2_REP message 
from A to C reaches Node B ahead of an OR2_REQ 
message from B to D， the staもeof B changes to 
OR2-REP王、WDand suppressesもheshort cut from 
Node B to C. 
The pseudか codesummarizing the salient feature 

of our algorithm is shown in Figure 9. This五g-
ure mainly depicぬもheaction of the initiator w hich 
star旬 OR2'sprocedures. 

OR2 Notations: 
is_rep1y() 18 this DR2_REP? 
probe F1ag indicatiDg probing no冒.

5max 558ft max thre8ho1d o~ Proximity. 
5min 55!ft min thre8hold for hystere8io. 
conform() 5end OR2_RREQ for shorting route. 
probe_route() 5end OR2_REQ. 

Shortening path: 
Each packet arrives 

rep1J_f1ag a is_rep1J(); 
2 if-(!rep1j_f1ag ll-probe) 
3 return; 
4 SSIR D calc_55目RO;
& if (rep1y_~~ag 11 551ft ) 5min) 
6 confoi1ll0; 
7 e18e if (551ft > Smax) 
8 probe_route()o 
9 probe++; 

Figure 9: Pseudo-code of OR2 

4 Implementation 
OR2 scheme is built on 0汀:'the-shelfwireless 

LAN technology. We have implemented OR2 as 
an extension to DSR developed by the Monarch 
project [7]. Sinceもheimplementation of DSR 
is for FreeBSD 3.3・RELEASEand mainly Wave-
LAN [9] cards， in our implementation I DSR is 
ported-to FreeBSD 4.2-RELEASE and modified to 
retrieve the SSNR values from IEEE 802.11b [2] 
wireless LAN cards. In addition， we extended “wi" 
driver: jsysji386jisajif_wi. c to obtain the pair of 
the source IP address and the SSNR which is sup-
plied by the register on IEEE 802.11b cards when 
a frame arrives. Since the SSNR value is retrieved 
every time a frame arrives， the SSNR value accu-
rately reflects up-tか datelink quality. We compare 
the SSNR with Smax n times to initiate path short-
ening. This n parameter is currently set to 10. In-

terestingly， the n parameter is relatively adaptive 
to the daもasend raもe.
In addition， as control packets to initiate changes 

toもheactive path， we added OR2_REQ， OR2_REP， 
and OR2_RREQ header options as one of DSR 
header option types: jsysjdsrjip6_opts.{h， c}. 
OR2_REP is always piggybacked on a data 
packet. Additionally， we added some routines 
which send and receive OR2_REQ， OR2_REP， 
and OR2_RREQ in jsysjdsrjdsr_output.c and 
jsysjdsrjdsr_input.c. Specifically， the DSR option 
header is inserted following DSR header after IP 
header， followed by headers such as a transporも
layer header. 

5 Experiments 
In this section， we show some experimental 

results. In our experiments， mobile nodes are 
Pentium-based laptop computers running FreeBSD 
4.2 and equipped with a MELCO IEEE 802.11b 
wireless network card. We installed DSR and 
OR2 in these nodes and conducted two prelimi-
nary experiments: measuremenもofthe 1叫encyin 
re-routing paths， and quantification of improving 
TCP throughput by reducing the number of hops. 

5.1 Latency 
To observe the overhead associated with path 

shortening， we conducもedfiveもrialsof path short圃

ening among three nodes， Nodes A， B， and C. Node 
A sends UDP packets continuouslyもoNode C via 
Node B. For comparison， we measured the round-
trip time (RTT) from C to A. The result of measur-
ingもheRTT is shown as“Ping" in Figure 10. To 
createもhesituation of path shortening， we moved 
Node C closeもoNode B. We measured the dura-
tion from the time at which Node C sent the first 
o R2_REQ messageもothe time at which Node C 
received data packets directly from Node A. As ob-
served in Figure 10， the overhead incurred with the 
exchange of OR2's messages is sufficiently small; it 
is lessもhan5 ms. 

14 

12 

Figure 10: Network delay (ping) a~d latency time 
of OR2 to shorten an active path overもwo-hop
rouもe

5.2 TCP Throughput vs. Number of Hops 
We also examined the relationship between TCP 

throughput and the number of hops. We used neも-
perf [4] to send TCP flows. Figure 11 shows the 
obtained results. As seen in the figure， the TCP 
throughput dramatically decreasesおもhenunlber 
of hops increases from 1 to 2. It is also ob-
served that TCP throughput decreases monoもOsl-
cally withもhenumber of hops. Therefore reducing 
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the number of hops performed by OR2 will leads 
to signi自canもimprovementin TCP thl'oughput. 

0.1 

0.6 

~ 0.5 

室0.4

203 
~ 0.2 

ト 0.1

lhop 2h叩 3hop 4hop 

Figure 11: TCP throughpuもvs.nUll1ber of hops 

6 Discussion 
Although we use SSNR as a metric of proximity 

in this work， SSNR also can be used as another 
metric. By monitoring the differential values of 
SSNR and rate of received packets， we can deter-
mine whether or not two nodes are moving apart. 
If these differential values decrease， we can know 
that the distance between these nodes is increasing. 
These values can be obtained even with TCP ACK 
packets from a downstream. When we hypoもhe-
sis S(R，.j(K)K) = S(KRVj(K))， we can estimate the 
downstream link quality of the route sending TCP 
data packe匂 bythe SSNR of TCP ACK packets 
froE1 RdJ (~). 
For a -reIiable transport protocol like TCP， iもIS

smarter to control the data transmission rate adap-
tivelyもothe degradation of link quality and the 
possibility of link disconnection. Thus， by using 
the history of SSNR， we presumably identify and 
estimate the decrease of link quality and link dis-
connectionもoavoid making the link wastefully con-
gesもedand prevent numerous packet loss. Addi-
tionally， we could switchもoa more stable route in 
advance. However， to extract the information on 
such link quality， an extra overhead of processing 
is posed at each node. Evaluatingもhisoverhead 
remains our future work. 

7 Conclusion and Future羽Tork
We have proposed OR2， an adaptive path tun-

ing algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks. S~nce 
ITlOSt conventional routing protocols accommodate 
topology changes only when an active path is dis-
connected， it is noもsuitablefor node mobility. 
Our approach is more adaptive to our conventional 
node mobility (e.g.， pedestrian and slow vehicle in 
campus computing) using山ewireless link quality 
value: SSNR. OR2 shor民nsan active path adap-
tive to node mobi1ity by using the notion of prox・
imity. This scheme achieves a significant reducもlOn
of a path delay while the links are still active. As a 
result， it is highly eπ'ective fo1' overall network ca-
pacity and power consumption in limited resource 
environments such槌 multi-hopwireless networks. 
Also， reducing path delays is especially important 
for TCP flows. In OR2， each node monitors local 
link quality only when receiving packets and makes 
local decisions in a decentralized manner. There is 
no need to exchange periodic control information 
such as HELLO messages. 

We have designed OR2 as an extension to DSR 
and implemented it on FreeBSD. The experimental 
results have shown that OR2 is effective in enhanc-
ing TCP throughput and reducing end-tか enddelay 
for all relevant flows. Also， since the latency tin1e 
of shorもeningan active path is onもheorder of tens 
of milliseconds， our scheme is appropriate for slow 
node mobility in our daily life. 
The work presented in this paper is the prelim-

inary phase. The experimental results are shown 
only for three nodes network， and so we need to 
verify the application of OR2 for large scaJe neレ
works. Currenもlyw己斗reimplementing our scheme 
OR2 usingもhens-2伊]network simulator to inves-
tigate how OR2 performs in environments varying 
in network load， mobility and network size， par-
ticularly in a large-scale ad hoc network environ-
ment. This simulation results will enable us to 
compare it with our current experimenもalresults. 
And also we still need to analyze the decision of 
the SSNR threshold Smox value and the compaト
ing frequency becauseもhesefactors have important 
impact on the effectiveness of OR2. We also will 
be re-designing our 0 R2 not to be dependenもon
a source-routing proもocolmodel like DSR and for 
node ]( to know the IP address of node R~J(K). 
Finally， while OR2 targeもsthe "one-hop path short-
ening" bet ween nodes thaもareadjacent with a sin-
gle inもermediatenode， we also need to consider how 
o R2 can be extended to cases where path shorten-
ing is not necessarily restrictedもothree adjacent 
nodes (i.e.，“N-hop path sho巾 ni句"). The limited 
promiscuous 1istening approach might be effecもively
introducedもothe nexもOR2.
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